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The  commercial  real  estate  market  is  closely  linked  to  the  surrounding  society,  as  commercial  build-
ings have  several  economic,  environmental,  political,  social  and  cultural  inﬂuences.  Correspondingly,
the  surrounding  society,  its actors  and  the  different  forces  of change  appearing  in  the market  environ-
ment  also  have  their  own  inﬂuence  on the  real  estate  market  environment  and  its  future  development.
However,  this  connection  may  be left without  the attention  it  is  entitled  to and  there  is a danger  that
far-reaching  decisions  concerning  commercial  real estates  will be  made  without  sufﬁcient  analysis  over
possible  future  development.  This  paper  investigates  how  the  forces  of  change  appearing  in  the  present
real  estate  market  environment  may  affect  future  commercial  real estates  and  their  market  environ-
ment.  The  forces  of  change  are  identiﬁed  with  an  information  collection  method  called  environmental
scanning  known  from  future  studies.  After  that  the  possible  future  inﬂuences  of the  identiﬁed  forces  of
change are  organized  and  analyzed  with  another  future  studies  method  called  futures  wheels.  Finally,
a  holistic  synthesis  over  the mutual  future themes  of  the  commercial  real  estate  market  is presented:
(1)  real  estate  themes:  comfort,  image,  distinctive  spaces  and  elements,  technicality,  safety  and  geo-
graphical  location  and  transportation  connectivity  (2)  market  themes:  interaction,  demand  for  services,
segregation  and  need  for  special  knowledge  and  expertise  (3)  ideological  themes:  quality  and  redeﬁni-
tion  of attractiveness,  integration  of space  types,  diversiﬁed  demand  and  versatility  of  commercial  real
estate  and  owner-occupancy  vs.  tenancy.  The  database  utilized  in  the  environmental  scanning  and  future
wheel  processes  consists  of 400  literary  sources  and  170  person  sources  presenting  the  views  of  different
real  estate  market  actors.  Acknowledging  the  identiﬁed  future  themes  is  essential  when  preparing  for
future  development.  By  being  aware,  it  is  possible  to carefully  study  different  development  paths,  their
probability,  essential  factors  and  above  all,  the actors’  own  possibilities  to  affect  future  development.
© 2015  The  Authors.  Published  by  Elsevier  Ltd. This  is an  open  access  article  under  the CC  BY-NC-ND. Introduction
Commercial real estates and the society surrounding them have
 strong link. A signiﬁcant amount of capital is bound to real estates
nd they are a signiﬁcant cause of costs (FREF, 2011, p. 11; OSF,
011). Real estates are also a remarkable cause of environmen-
al impacts (Elfving, 2009, p. 28; Niemi, 2009, p. 56; Noponen and
unnila, 2009, p. 5; UNEP, 2007), and consequently, they are often
een key in solving the environmental challenges set to our society.
eal estates are also a physical action environment for many dif-
erent actions such as working, shopping, living and recreation and
onsequently they have several political, social and cultural inﬂu-
nces. It is clear that real estates affect the surrounding society,
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E-mail address: saija.toivonen@aalto.ﬁ (S. Toivonen).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2015.12.011
264-8377/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article 
/).license  (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
but also the surrounding society, its actors and the different forces
of change appearing in the market environment have their own
inﬂuence on the real estate market and its future development.
Real estate market actors making decisions concerning real
estates are not necessarily aware of the forces of change appearing
in their action environment and their possible inﬂuences on future
development. In other words, they are in a situation where they
have to make decisions that will have far-reaching consequences
due to the long life cycle of real estates without sufﬁcient awareness
and needed analysis of possible future development. However, this
awareness would be essential since the different forces of change
together form a tangled network of reasons and consequences, con-
ﬂicts and cohesions. By identifying and analyzing these elements,
market actors would be more conscious and they would have better
prospects of doing far-reaching and sustainable decisions concern-
ing real estates and their market environment.
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.
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The appearance and impacts of different forces of change rel-
vant for the commercial real estate market have been previously
tudied by several researchers. Several studies concerning the man-
festation and drivers of urbanization and its different impacts
n land use can be found (Bart, 2010; Chen et al., 2014; Deng
t al., 2015; United Nations, 2005; Yue et al., 2013 and Zhang,
001). Also, there are various studies exploring globalization. Currit
nd Easterling (2009) have studied drivers of globalization and its
ffects on land use, while research by Falkenbach and Toivonen
2010) and Vongpraseuth and Choi (2015) concentrate on analyzing
he phenomenon of globalization from the real estate investment
oint of view. In turn, a study by Williams and Shaw (2009) inves-
igates one form of globalization: tourism and its impacts on land
se. Environmental pressure is also a force of change that has pre-
iously been discussed in several studies. Researchers de Francesco
nd Levy (2008) as well as Sayce et al., 2007 concentrate on drivers
nd impacts of environmental pressure appearing in the real estate
nvestment market environment, while the research by UNEP
2007) analyses the phenomena and its connections to real estates
n a wider context. In turn, aging population is a force of change
hat is covered in the research conducted by Kroll and Haase (2010).
hey examine the relationship between demographic changes and
and use changes.
While commercial real estates are also an action environment
or business, consumption and working, studies exploring these
ssues can be relevant when analyzing the possible future devel-
pment of commercial real estates. For example, Mikkonen-Young
2005), Williams (2008), and Raiborn and Butler (2009) have stud-
ed the development of working. The results from these studies can
e used to estimate the demand of commercial space. Similarly, the
tudies concerning the development of transportation are of great
nterest due to the fact that physical location is still often seen as an
nseparable and vital characteristic of commercial real estates. The
tudies by Heinonen (2000, 2006) tackle issues such as the devel-
pment of transportation and urban structure and future mobility
see also Schafer and Victor, 2000). Talvitie (2003) in turn studies
he impacts of communication technology on land use.
The above mentioned studies investigating the drivers, appear-
nce, and impacts of the different forces of change can be used
hen trying to foresee the possible future development of the
ommercial real estate market. However, while offering valuable
nformation over individual forces, they have not analyzed the mar-
et environment as a target of several simultaneous forces and their
mpacts. Moreover, many of these studies concentrate on analyz-
ng past development or the current situation and less frequently
ackle the possible future inﬂuences of the investigated phenom-
na. Only one study exploring several different forces can be found
Toivonen, 2011). Therefore, it can be stated that there is a lack of
esearch concerning the combined effects of the different forces
f change appearing in the commercial real estate market envi-
onment. A holistic view is important because with separate and
arrow scoped studies, the combined effects of different forces are
ifﬁcult to estimate. Hence, it remains unclear if the different forces
ave reversing effects when put together or if some development
irections are only conﬁrmed by studying multiple forces. A holistic
iew also imitates reality better because the formation of the future
ommercial market is rather a sum of many different objectives,
vents and drivers set by the surrounding society, its market actors
nd different forces than development taking place in a vacuum.
This paper aims to identify common future themes of the com-
ercial real estate market by investigating the possible future
nﬂuences caused by the forces of change appearing in the present
eal estate market environment. With the help of futures studies
ethods, environmental scanning and futures wheel, this paper
oncentrates to offer a holistic view that is a result of many dif-
erent forces of change leading to a similar direction. The studyse Policy 52 (2016) 51–61
concentrates especially on the commercial real estate market of
the Helsinki Metropolitan Area (HMA).
2. Study design
The introduction explained why a holistic approach is essen-
tial when foreseeing future development. This chapter introduces
how the study revealing the future themes was  conducted. This
paper is a part of a bigger research entity. The research entity con-
sists of three different levels: (1) Identiﬁcation of the forces of
change affecting the commercial real estate market conducted with
environmental scanning, (2) Analysis of the possible inﬂuences of
every speciﬁc force of change with futures wheels, (3) Synthesis
of common future themes of the commercial real estate market
revealed by the wheels. The different forces of change appearing
in the commercial real estate market have been previously iden-
tiﬁed by Toivonen (2011) and Toivonen and Viitanen (2015). This
paper presents shortly the forces of change but focuses on analyzing
the possible inﬂuences caused by the forces, and on the synthesis
of these inﬂuences by forming the future themes of the commer-
cial real estate market. The synthesis part of the research is seen
very important because it not only focuses on some individual phe-
nomenon but rather forms a holistic synthesis of the elements that
are seen to be important in the future market environment. Next,
the paper describes the utilized database and research methods.
Afterwards, the paper concentrates on explaining how the syn-
thesis of the possible inﬂuences was conducted to form the future
themes.
2.1. Environmental scanning
The forces of change affecting the commercial real estate market
environment were studied with environmental scanning (ES). ES is
a future research method that collects information from the envi-
ronment under examination (Gordon and Glenn, 2009). This study
refers to ‘the environment’ as the sociocultural, political, ecological
and economical entirety where the actions of the commercial real
estate market are happening. This market environment includes
different resources such as ﬁnances and infrastructure but also
actions of different market actors such as space occupants, own-
ers, investors, and public parties and their interactions (see Rubin,
2014). With ES the different forces of change are identiﬁed, fol-
lowed and analyzed from the market environment by investigating
different data sources (Rubin, 2002, p. 904). This is seen important
because the future is formed and shaped by the forces of change
appearing in the market environment. The forces of change differ
by their nature and magnitude, but they also differ by how recog-
nizable they are by the different market actors (Gordon and Glenn,
2009; Heinonen, 1993, p. 106; Heinonen, 1995, p. 16; Hietanen
et al., 2002, p. 416).
Naisbitt (1984) is one of the most known researcher utilizing ES
in his studies. By using ES he identiﬁed megatrends that he pro-
posed to be essential for future development (see also Naisbit and
Aburdene, 1990). The ES method has also been appreciated by the
business sector and several studies investigating ES activities of
enterprises can be found (Babatunde and Adebisi, 2012; Bhardwaj
and Kumar, 2014; du Toit, 2015). In the studies by Toivonen (2011)
and Toivonen and Viitanen (2015) ES was utilized to identify the
forces of change shaping the future commercial real estate market.
ES is stated to suit well for studies investigating phenomena that
are signiﬁcant for human wellbeing and for studies monitoring and
controlling development paths of phenomena (Bell 2003, p. 295).
Therefore, the method is expected to suit the investigation of the
commercial real estate market. Real estates have signiﬁcant and
versatile impacts on their surrounding environment. For example,
and Use Policy 52 (2016) 51–61 53
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Table 1
32 forces of change studied with futures wheels.
1 Globalization
Global location of companies
Global space users
Immigration abroad
Globalization of real estate investment market
Global real estate service providers
Globalization of real estate characters
Growing global physical movement
2  Action optimization
Cutting commercial real estate costs
Increase of work productivity
Commercial real estates attracting employees
Outsourcing, specialization, networking and clustering
Optimization of time used in retail spaces
3 Differentiation
Individualism in space requirements
Enhanced image
Increasing inequality
4 Technology as an enabler
Increase of demand and supply of information
Technicality of commercial real estates
Generalization of remote work and e-commerce
5 Urbanization
Agglomeration of actors
Centralized decentralization
6 Aging population
Changing population structure in work life
Aging consumers
7 Environmental pressure
Tightening regulations and voluntary actions
Attention to user behavior
Highlighted ecological image
Ecological consumerism
8 Safety
Increasing safety threats of real estates
Worsening global security situation
9 Search of meaning
Intensiﬁed experiences
Simpliﬁed lifeS. Toivonen, K. Viitanen / L
heir environmental, economic and social impacts are argued to
resent a true challenge for future wellbeing and hence the future
evelopment of the commercial real estate market should be mon-
tored (Toivonen and Viitanen, 2015).
It is argued that it is very challenging to recognize all relevant
arties and their motivations and combine them into an entity
escribing the possible futures (Kamppinen et al., 2002, p. 24).
hile the commercial real estate market is inﬂuenced by different
orces appearing in the market environment and includes several
ifferent market parties, future development can be seen as a syn-
hesis of all of those affecting elements. Due to this, the study aims
o include diverse data sources presenting a variety of inﬂuential
lements such as the views of different market parties acting in the
ommercial real estate market. Next, the utilized data sources are
escribed in more detail.
As a data source for the ES, this study utilizes a database of about
00 literary sources and approximately 170 person sources. The lit-
rary sources were for example scientiﬁc journal articles, research
ublications, articles and books of different character, statistics,
eminar materials, magazines, newspapers, company and authority
eleases, blogs and advertisements. The data sources were chosen
o present a multidimensional and cross-disciplinary view so that
heir content would echo the nature of the commercial real estate
arket and its versatile connections to the surrounding society
nd different parties. The environmental scanning was mainly con-
ucted during the years 2008 and 2009. Later some updates were
ade for example to the statistics. The information sources were
ublished 1984–2011.
In addition to the literary sources, the database consists of ques-
ionnaire and interview answers of different commercial real estate
arket parties such as questionnaire answers of 43 ofﬁce space
sers and 57 retail users as well as interview answers of 20 munic-
pality authorities of the HMA, 20 domestic real estate investors,
8 international real estate investors and 7 real estate developers
nd constructors. Ofﬁce space users were randomly chosen among
ompanies having at least one ofﬁce located in the HMA  and at least
0 employees. The retail space users were chain retail stores located
n the HMA  shopping centers. The domestic investors and construc-
or companies belonged to the biggest ones acting in the HMA. The
oreign investors in turn were investors who had either invested or
howed interest toward the Finnish real estate market for example
y taking part in a transaction process. While all of the participants
ere involved in the decision making of their organization concern-
ng commercial real estate markets, it was assumed that they not
nly possessed ideas concerning possible future development but
lso were in practice the actual actors shaping future development
hrough their decisions and actions in the market environment.
he interview and questionnaire answers were collected during
007 and 2008. Anonymity was guaranteed to all respondents. In
ddition to these 165 questionnaire and interview answers, the per-
on sources included also a few seminar presentations and public
peeches (see in detail Toivonen and Viitanen, 2015).
The approximate future time span for the entire study was
etermined to be the year 2020. For the real estate market par-
ies this meant that they were foreseeing circa 13 years ahead of
hem. For futures studies, this is a reasonably short time period and
t preferably should be longer (Benckendorff, 2007). However, even
his time perspective was found to be challenging for some market
arties. In the same market environment, there are actors such as
hort term investors with a time perspective of 1–3 years and on
he other hand there are actors such as public sector representa-
ives analyzing extremely long time periods such as 30–50 years
head. The year 2020 was assumed to be a compromise of these
ifferent time perspectives and was therefore chosen.
During the ES process 32 forces of change appearing in the
ommercial real estate market environment could be identiﬁedSlow real estate-movement
Highlighted stories
(see Table 1). In previous studies (Toivonen, 2011; Toivonen and
Viitanen, 2015) the forces were analyzed and categorized based on
their content under nine main categories. In this study all the 32
identiﬁed forces were further investigated to reveal their possible
future inﬂuences on the commercial real estate market with the
help of the futures wheel method. Next, the futures wheel method
will be presented in more detail.
2.2. Futures wheel
After the identiﬁcation of the different forces of change, their
possible future inﬂuences were analyzed with a research method
called the futures wheel. The futures wheel resembles structural
brain storming. With futures wheel it is possible to organize,
understand and clarify different future elements and their possible
inﬂuences. This is done by searching primary, secondary and ter-
tiary inﬂuences of different forces of change. The inﬂuences can be
addressed to a certain actor or to some other element. (Glenn, 2009,
pp. 1–2; Rubin, 2002, p. 906). Despite its simplicity, the futures
wheel is seen as an effective method to investigate the future and
due to this it is commonly used among futurists (Glenn, 2009, pp. 1,
8–9). However, the method is not often utilized in academic stud-
ies. Boujaoude (2000) applied the futures wheel among students
to examine multiple effects of science related social issues such
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s the banning of bird hunting. Deal (2002) in turn organized the
mpacts of the internet with the method. Shakweer and Youssef
2007) utilized the futures wheel in a foresight study concerning
he future of water in Egypt, while a study by Benckendorff (2007)
nvestigated the future of tourism. Toivonen (2011) concentrated
n the future of the commercial real estate market, while a study
y Rantasila (2015) examined the possible impacts of mobility as
 service concept for land use. Despite the variety of contexts, the
bove mentioned studies offer valuable information concerning the
pplicability of the futures wheel method. Especially the study by
enckendorff (2007) was found to be very useful since it offers a
road analysis over the futures wheel as a research method.
The ultimate aim of future research is not to predict a single
orrect vision of the future but to investigate several possible devel-
pment paths (Kamppinen et al., 2002, p. 25; Mannermaa, 1999,
. 19; Mannermaa, 2004, p. 34). Jarva (1993, pp. 251–252) argues
hat especially phenomena inﬂuenced by human actions are highly
omplex systems that are difﬁcult to predict unequivocally. It can
e assumed that this is also the case with the commercial real
state market. There are a variety of different market parties that
re executing their actions driven by different motivations in the
arket environment. In addition to these internal elements, also
any external forces are shaping the market directly or indirectly.
ue to these reasons the futures wheel method was seen as a suit-
ble tool to analyze the different possible inﬂuences of the forces
f change affecting the commercial real estate market.
By utilizing the experiences from the previous studies, the for-
ation of the wheels was decided to be conducted by an internal
esearch team. First, this enabled the investigation of multiple
orces. Benckendorff (2007) suggests that the number of inves-
igated forces should be reduced by concentrating on the most
mportant ones if the wheels are formed in joint sessions with
xternal participants. In this study this approach was  not seen suit-
ble since it was  not possible beforehand to ensure that the forces
hat would have been listed as “the least important ones in the
resent situation”, would not have signiﬁcant impacts in the future.
or this reason, all 32 forces identiﬁed during the ES process needed
o be analyzed. The futures wheels have often been formed during
oint sessions with external participants estimating the possible
nﬂuences (Benckendorff, 2007; Boujaoude, 2000; Shakweer and
oussef, 2007). The joint sessions have presented some restrictions.
enckendorff (2007) found it challenging to analyze circa 12 forces
uring a single session. According to his experiences, a high number
f investigated forces could lead to mental exhaustion of the par-
icipants. This could again weaken the results. In our study the high
umber of forces for analysis was assumed to be a too demanding
ask for a joint session of external participants and an internal team
as decided to be used instead.
A second reason supporting the use of an internal research team
hen forming the wheels was the high number of participants that
ere targeted to be included in this study. The number of partici-
ant have been quite modest in the previous studies. In the study
y Boujaoude (2000) 3 to 4 participants attended a joint wheel
ormation session, while Benckendorff (2007) had 8 to 11 partic-
pants. While the inclusion of relevant participants is seen crucial
Kamppinen et al., 2002, p. 24), and the aim of the study was to form
 holistic view, it was seen essential to include a variety of different
arket parties to the study. The use of an internal research team
nabled the inclusion of 165 market parties which would have been
ifﬁcult to attain in a joint session.
The third reason for utilizing an internal research team was the
ssumption that the role of the facilitator guiding the participants
nd drawing the wheels was crucial (see also Rantasila 2015). Some
hallenges concerning external participants had been reported. For
xample Shakweer and Youssef (2007) noted that the futures wheel
ethod was challenging to most of the participants and there-se Policy 52 (2016) 51–61
fore it was  not seen as useful as was  hoped. For these reasons it
was decided that the formation of wheels would be conducted by
the internal research team and the external participants would not
take part in the actual visual formation of the wheels. The external
participants acted as an information source to deﬁne the possible
inﬂuences which could then be organized into the wheels by the
internal research team.
The futures wheel process was  started by placing, one by one,
all 32 forces of change presented in Table 1 under examination in
the middle of the wheel into the center circle (Fig. 1). Benckendorff
(2007) reported that by including all investigated forces into one
individual wheel at the same time led to increased complexity in
conceptualizing the wheels. While aiming for clarity, it was decided
that each of the 32 forces were to be investigated separately in their
own  wheels, one by one. After the force was placed into the cen-
ter circle, the primary inﬂuences of the force were written on the
circles located on the ﬁrst ring surrounding the center circle. These
circles present the primary inﬂuences of the force placed in the
center circle. The primary inﬂuences were also connected to the
center circle with lines to demonstrate the connection between
them. After that, the primary inﬂuences were all analyzed carefully
to reveal their possible future inﬂuences. These secondary inﬂu-
ences were then written on the circles located on the second ring.
Also these secondary inﬂuences were connected with lines to the
primary inﬂuences to show their interconnection. The same pro-
cedure was  continued to form the possible tertiary inﬂuences of
the secondary inﬂuences. Finally, the different rings surrounding
the center circle presented the different levels of the inﬂuences.
The procedure can be continued as long as a clear picture about the
possible inﬂuences of the force can be seen. This study mostly inves-
tigates the inﬂuences up to the tertiary level, and in some cases also
up to ring four. The procedure ended when the inﬂuences seemed
to part from the commercial real estate market context.
There are several possibilities to select the inﬂuences that are
ﬁnally accepted to the wheel. One possibility is that all the possible
inﬂuences that can be named are accepted. Another possibility is
that only the inﬂuences that are agreed by all the participants taking
part to the formation of the future wheel are written down (Glenn,
2009, p. 5–6). This study used the ﬁrst option and included all the
inﬂuences that appeared in the utilized data sources to form a holis-
tic view that included the opinions of all different parties. It was
assumed that the different market parties are not necessarily aware
of inﬂuences that are not part of their own speciﬁc business envi-
ronment and by requiring unity in the presented inﬂuences some
relevant inﬂuences could otherwise be ignored (see also Gordon
and Glenn, 2009; Heinonen, 1993, p. 106; Heinonen, 1995, p. 16;
Hietanen et al., 2002, p. 416). The possible inﬂuences were searched
from three different data sources: ES database consisting of (1)
400 literary sources (2) 170 person sources and (3) brainstorming
and discussion sessions of the internal research team. The research
team investigating and analyzing possible future inﬂuences and
forming the wheels based on the information sources included four
researchers representing four different viewpoints of the commer-
cial real estate market as follows: (1) real estate economics and
future development of the real estate market, (2) real estate invest-
ment market (3) corporate real estate management and (4) land
use policy. The involved researchers and their ﬁelds were seen to
represent the characteristics of the commercial real estate market,
where the space and investment market as well as the public and
private objectives are interacting and shaping together the future
market development.2.3. Forming the synthesis
After the formation of the futures wheels, the inﬂuences placed
into the wheels were investigated carefully (Phase 1, Fig. 2). The
S. Toivonen, K. Viitanen / Land Use Policy 52 (2016) 51–61 55
Fig. 1. The formation of the future wheel.
Fig. 2. Forming a synthesis over the future themes of the commercial real estate market.
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fFig. 3. The content of the ultimate inﬂuences found on the furthest rings of th
nﬂuences of the different wheels were analyzed together to form
he mutual future themes. This was achieved by investigating the
ontent of the ultimate inﬂuences which were found on the fur-
hest rings of the different wheels (the circles highlighted with
lue in Figs. 2 and 3 and ). Based on their content, the different
ltimate inﬂuences were divided into different categories repre-
enting a certain theme. Altogether 14 future themes were formed.
Phase 2, Fig. 2). After this, the formed 14 future themes were inves-
igated further and categorized based on their target impact under 3
ain future themes: (1) Real estate themes, (2) Market themes, and
3) Ideological themes (Phase 3, Fig. 2). Real estate themes include
hemes that are connected to real estate attributes. These themes
re directly related to real estates themselves. Market themes in
urn are themes that are connected to market attributes. These
hemes describe phenomena that are affecting the commercial real
state market environment. Finally, Ideological themes are themes
hat are connected to ideological shifts. These themes derive from
n ideological change happening in the market action environment.
ext, the identiﬁed future themes will be described in detail.
. Results concerning the future themes of the commercial
eal estate market
Next the future themes of the commercial real estate market
ill be described. They are categorized under three main future
hemes: (1) Real estate themes (2) Market themes and (3) Ideo-
ogical themes according to their content and target of impact (see
able 2).
. Real estate themes.1. Comfort
Comfort of commercial real estate is a result of many different
orces and linked both to ofﬁce and retail properties. In the ofﬁceeels is investigated to form the mutual future themes of the different wheels.
context, comfort helps to optimize workforce resources, maximize
the productiveness of work and attract quality workforce. In addi-
tion, comfort is linked to customer satisfaction and recreational
activities in retail premises because it is seen as a tool to maxi-
mize enjoyment. In the future, comfort can also mean new, more
down-to-earth elements, which can be achieved by introducing real
or artiﬁcial nature elements to real estates. Also different services
and spaces reserved for casual interaction or relaxing can be seen
as elements increasing comfort. There are also contradictory inﬂu-
ences indicating that future commercial real estates can become
very simplistic environments which could in turn decrease their
comfort.
4.2. Image
The signiﬁcance of real estate image might be highlighted in the
future. Image can be diverse. It can be especially distinguishable,
technically alluring, safe or ecological. This development is seen
both in ofﬁce and retail contexts. According to the futures wheels,
it becomes more important to take care of also the virtual image
of a real estate. This means that the real estate becomes a unit that
presents itself and interacts also in social media. Image is above all a
way to stand out from the mass and attract customers, partners and
workforce. Image is also inﬂuenced by the area image and actors
located nearby.
4.3. Distinctive spaces and elements
According to the futures wheels, a growing number of differ-
ent distinctive spaces and elements are making an entrance into
the future commercial real estate market. Distinctive spaces and
elements have not traditionally been connected to commercial
premises, but rather belonged to some other property types. This
impact is seen as a result of nearly every force but its content differs.
Distinctive spaces and elements can be needed for entertainment,
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Table  2
14 future themes placed under 3 main future themes.
The future themes of the commercial real estate market
Real estate themes Market themes Ideological themes
• Comfort
•  Image
•  Distinctive spaces and elements
•  Technicality
•  Safety
• Interaction
•  Demand for services
• Segregation
•  Need for special knowledge and expertise
• Quality and redeﬁnition of attractiveness
•  Integration of space types
• Diversiﬁed demand and versatility of
commercial real estates
• Owner occupancy vs. tenancy
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est, innovation, meditation, freshening up, technical equipment,
eligious or cultural purposes or different user groups such as the
lderly.
.4. Technicality
The technical characteristics of future commercial real estates
re highlighted. Some of the forces inﬂuence in-built technical sys-
ems, while some of the forces seem to bring increasing numbers
f separate technical elements to commercial real estates. Some
f the technical elements are optimizing the actions conducted in
he commercial spaces while others are measuring building per-
ormance. This development will increase the need for specialized
echnical knowhow.
.5. Safety
Different safety issues are seen important in the future. For
xample, increasing outsourcing seen in the commercial real estate
arket highlights the signiﬁcance of security. Also health and
rgonomic aspects as well as accessibility of real estates are empha-
ized. Safety is also a locational criterion when deciding between
ifferent local and global locations for commercial real estates.
.6. Geographical location and transportation connectivity
Both public and private transportation connections are high-
ighted by different forces. Accessibility by pedestrians and cyclists
s emphasized especially by environmental pressure, while global
onnectivity is driven by globalization. Remote working and
-commerce affect the accessibility in contradictory ways. For
xample, distance working can decrease its meaning while e-
ommerce can even highlight the accessibility issues of certain
etail premises. Location will also be an important way to affect
mage, availability of workforce and real estate costs. A central loca-
ion and nearness of other actors are highlighted by some of the
orces while a lonely and distant location is appreciated by others
nd leads to an increasingly dispersed urban structure.
. Market themes
.1. Interaction
Physical experiences and social interactions are elements that
ill be emphasized in future commercial real estates. In the future
e will need spaces that are especially planned and designed
o support this highly appreciated physical interaction between
eople, products and services. This will be the most crucial advan-
age of physical real estates compared to remote working and
-commerce. Interaction will also increase between different real
state market parties.5.2. Demand for services
The signiﬁcance of services is highlighted in the future. Services
are linked to several things such as supporting business activi-
ties, employee satisfaction, entertainment and customer support.
In the future, services may  increasingly mean versatility, individ-
ual customization, speciﬁc know-how and sustainability. Different
services located into commercial real estates can increase the need
of distinctive spaces and elements presented earlier.
5.3. Segregation
Several forces in the market environment may lead to a deeper
segregation of the future commercial real estate market. This means
that market actors, real estates and market areas would resemble
each other less and less. Specialization of actors, real estates and
market areas and also the emphasis of image are all strengthening
the segregation phenomenon. On the other hand, globalization can
be seen to unite real estate markets and their actions.
5.4. Need for special knowledge and expertise
The importance of special knowledge, expertise and informa-
tion in general is emphasized in the future market environment.
This phenomenon means different things in different contexts. Tra-
ditional real estate knowhow will no longer be enough but also
expertise of other ﬁelds is needed and needs to be adapted to the
real estate context. Special knowhow is needed for example when
adding special spaces and elements or technical systems such as
safety and ecological instruments to commercial real estates. Also
new kinds of real estate investment decisions require new kind of
knowledge. This means that in the future, market actors should
possess the needed knowhow themselves or they have to acquire
it from outside their own  organization from different specialists
and advisors. Also the growing amount of information and require-
ments as well as the lengthened and more complicated market
processes will increase the need for advisors.
6. Ideological themes
6.1. Quality and redeﬁnition of attractiveness
Space quality will be highlighted in the future. Perceived quality
is always dependent on the current values of the market envi-
ronment. High quality can mean the newest technology which is
linked to good business conditions and positive image. Quality
can also mean high quality materials, versatile service and space
selection, possibility for tailoring, other respected space occupants,
sustainability certiﬁcations, fulﬁllment of global quality standards,
or comfort. Interestingly enough, the deﬁnition of “high quality”
and “attractiveness of real estates” can be redeﬁned in the future
and the signiﬁcance of the known quality elements could decrease.
For example, a modestly equipped real estate can be pursued when
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ishing to minimize space costs or environmental impacts, or
hen respecting the ideology of simplicity.
.2. Integration of space types
Future commercial real estates may  include different kinds of
paces and elements which have not traditionally been linked to
fﬁce or retail spaces. Commercial real estates are inﬂuenced by
rivate homes or spaces used for leisure and hobby purposes. Even-
ually we are in a situation where we are able to carry out the same
unctions regardless of where we are. This means that it becomes
ore difﬁcult to separate elements that belong to a certain space
ype. Hence, it might become questionable to continue to plan and
esign spaces strictly for certain purposes. In the future, it will be
ore relevant to concentrate on the ﬂexibility, adaptability, and
ersatility of commercial real estate.
.3. Diversiﬁed demand and versatility of commercial real estates
Demand of commercial real estates can be seen multilayered
nd versatile due to several reasons. For example, it is no longer
nough to pay attention to goals set by space occupant companies
ut also to increasingly consider demand from the perspective of
ustomers and employees. Also, an individual space occupant may
imultaneously have several aims concerning a future real estate
hat is no longer a place for one activity but rather a multiuse space.
eal estates can respond by diversifying or by specializing. This can
ean that future real estates become unique and highly specialized
nits, or on the contrary, they will all become versatile entities with
ndless options to offer. Due to globalization and integration, mar-
et actors might in the future appreciate similar commercial real
state attributes regardless of their global location and expect for
xample certain characteristics or procedures wherever they are
ocated globally. This would lead to unilateral demand and global
niﬁcation of real estate markets.
.4. Owner occupancy vs. tenancy
There is constant pressure to minimize costs and space use.
emote working, development of remote connections, lack of time
nd negative inﬂuences caused by traveling may  support the uti-
ization of alternative solutions such as ofﬁce hotels. Nevertheless,
here are still forces presenting owner-occupancy as a preferred
hoice. For example, the growing importance of image can highlight
he position of real estates in companiesı´ facility strategies. Also,
ncreasing demand for individuality may  favor owner-occupancy.
lternative solutions might be real estates which are leased with
ong lease agreements and occupied by a single occupant. The con-
radictory forces concerning ownership can lead to a segregation of
ifferent locations so that for example the headquarters is owned
or image reasons but other functions are placed in spaces that
llow constant adjustment of used space.
. Discussion and conclusion
This paper set out to identify the different future themes of
he commercial real estate market. This was done by investigat-
ng the possible future inﬂuences caused by the forces of change
ppearing in the present real estate market environment. The forces
ere investigated with the help of ES, while their inﬂuences were
nalyzed with futures wheels. Through a synthesis of the possible
nﬂuences identiﬁed by the different wheels, altogether 14 future
hemes were formed. The presented future themes concern dif-
erent subjects. Firstly, there are themes that are connected to real
state attributes and reﬂect real estates themselves. Secondly, there
re themes that are connected to market environment attributes.se Policy 52 (2016) 51–61
Thirdly, there are themes that are describing an ideological change
happening in the market environment. The different commercial
real estate market actors are assumed to be inﬂuenced by all of
these themes.
The study shows that some of the forces are internally congruent
in their possible future inﬂuences while others are contradictory,
and leading to contradictory results. Similarly, some of the forces
seem to be externally congruent with each other leading to similar
inﬂuences while others are indicating conﬂicting results. For exam-
ple, “Generalization of remote work and e-commerce” can lead to
both decreased and increased signiﬁcance of space quality. Simi-
larly, “Globalization of the real estate investment market” can lead
to either decreasing or increasing of the importance of advisors.
The inner conﬂicts of the forces or contradictory results of different
forces can complicate the interpretation of possible future develop-
ments compared to situations where the end results of the wheels
seem to be united. This is a recognized challenge but it is also seen
as a special advantage of the futures wheel method, when futures
wheels can reveal these internal and external conﬂicts that could
otherwise remain unnoticed (see Glenn, 2009, p. 8). The recogni-
tion of these kinds of conﬂicts is essential, when trying to prepare
oneself for the future. When one is aware, it is possible to carefully
study the different development paths, their probability, essential
factors and above all, the actorsı´  own  possibilities to affect future
development.
This study connects the forces of change to the commercial real
estate market in a concrete way  through their possible inﬂuences.
In other words, abstract phenomena are connected to concrete ele-
ments. For example, a phenomenon such as remote working might
decrease the signiﬁcance of transportation connectivity of an ofﬁce.
By connecting the forces to concrete real estate elements and mar-
ket impacts, it is possible to examine which are the forces that are
the most relevant ones in the eyes of some particular actor. Further-
more, by recognizing a connection between forces and inﬂuences,
market actors can estimate which are the wanted and unwanted
development paths, direct their actions toward the wanted devel-
opment paths or try to prevent the unwanted ones, or altogether
examine if their future goals concerning real estates are against or
in favor of the possible future developments and future themes.
As it was also earlier stated, it is not the aim of the future studies
nor it is even possible to present comprehensively all the possi-
ble future development paths (Mannermaa, 2004, p. 34; Naisbitt,
1984, p. xxiii; Niiniluoto, 1993, p. 15; Niiniluoto and Nyman, 1986).
The predictions are always incomplete (Gordon, 1992, p. 26). In
this study the scanning of forces continued over several years.
Nevertheless, it is very likely that the scanning lacks some impor-
tant factors, while new phenomena affecting future development
are continuously emerging. Therefore, the list of presented future
themes is not either complete and cannot even be such when taking
into account the nature of future research. According to Bell (2003,
p. 295) the extent of the scanning and the certainty of detecting
the phenomena are crucial concerning the success of ES. In this
study the forces and their possible future inﬂuences were inves-
tigated based on a database including a wide range of different
information sources. The information sources were targeted to offer
a multidimensional and cross-disciplinary view so that they would
describe the versatile nature of the commercial market environ-
ment and its different parties. Also, the scanning was conducted
during a considerably long time period to detect the appearing
forces. The interviews and questionnaires pursued to include all
current signiﬁcant market actors that would potentially be relevant
for the development of the market. However, the power relations
of different market actors may  change in the future and some
other market actors could possess a more relevant position in the
market than estimated. However, the existence of the presented
forces can further be proven by other studies that have identiﬁed
and U
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imilar forces (McBlaine and Vrkic, 2006; Hiltunen, 2010; Kuusi
nd Kamppinen, 2002; Mannermaa, 1998; 2004; Mäkelä, 2001;
aisbitt, 1984; Suomen Akatemia and Tekes, 2006). In addition,
he presented forces have not only been recognized by the research
eam but also identiﬁed by the actual market parties that act in the
arket environment in focus.
As ES, also the futures wheel method is highly dependent on the
nvolved data sources (Glenn, 2009, pp. 1, 8–9). Due to that the iden-
iﬁcation of the possible inﬂuences of the forces is also exposed to
he weaknesses of the database as described earlier. Only the inﬂu-
nces that were seen possible according to current knowledge were
ccepted to the wheels. Nevertheless, it is possible that some of the
xcluded inﬂuences would be possible in the future. On the other
and, it is also possible that some of the presented inﬂuences may
rove to be untrue in the future. The aim was to eliminate this by
sing an extensive database and by discussing the possible inﬂu-
nces with the internal research team. The results are dependent
ot only on the comprehensiveness of the database but also on
he competence of the researchers which has been strengthened
y including specialists representing relevant ﬁelds. However, it
eems unlikely that the wheels would have revealed all possible
nﬂuences. It is probable that the most obvious inﬂuences were
asier to recognize than emerging development. In principle, by
ncreasing the amount of data sources (e.g., studies, theories and
arket parties) and researchers involved (specialists of different
elds) to interpreted the possible inﬂuences, it might be possible
o increase the probability of recognizing more inﬂuences. How-
ver, there is always something that is unrecognized, as stated by
everal researchers (Jarva, 1993, pp. 251–252; Mannermaa, 2004,
. 34; Niiniluoto, 1993, p. 15; Niiniluoto and Nyman, 1986; Naisbitt,
984, p. xxiii). Yet, in an ideal situation the foreseeing of the future
f the commercial real estate market is the result of cooperation
etween actors representing many different ﬁelds.
Some of the possible inﬂuences of the forces were based on
ndividual opinions of market parties. It could be questioned how
elevant these inﬂuences are and could they even exist if they
re not commonly recognized. However, the unity of views is not
lways seen as a pursued goal among future studies and a view
resented by one individual source can be as important as com-
only shared views. Rare notions are potential weak signals that
an potentially be very important concerning future development
see more about weak signals: Hiltunen, 2010; Mannermaa, 2004;
ubin, 2005). On the other hand, this study does not concentrate on
he individual inﬂuences of the forces but combines them together
o form a synthesis over mutual future themes. This means that
he presented themes are results of several different development
aths leading to the same direction.
According to experiences gained during the study, both ES
nd futures wheel methods seemed to be suitable to be used in
esearch concerning the commercial real estate market. Environ-
ental scanning enables the use of different types of data sources.
hile the commercial real estate market is versatile by its nature,
he data concerned is also often spread into various sources such
s statistics, interviews and market reports. When utilizing these
ethods, the data sources did not have to be in certain form and
 cross-disciplinary research attitude was possible to attain. The
utures wheel as a research method was seen especially useful
hen structuring the relationships between different phenomena
nd inﬂuences due to the illustrative nature of the wheels. This
as found to be a very helpful feature especially when analyzinghe commercial real estate market that contains several complex
ausal relationships. Based on the conducted research, the futures
heel method would be both beneﬁcial and possible to carry out
lso in other contexts. The method itself allows a variety of objectsse Policy 52 (2016) 51–61 59
to be analyzed. In addition, the method is quick and simple to use,
and easily applied. It can also be used when aiming to view the
possible inﬂuences most relevant to a certain actor group such as
space users, investors or the public sector. The wheels could stim-
ulate actors to foresee the future and the possible inﬂuences more
actively than before.
However, some challenges concerning the utilized research
methods were also found. Firstly, the ES process is time and
resource consuming and this hinders its attractiveness. This is also a
previously recognized challenge by Benckendorff (2007), Shakweer
and Youssef (2007), and Toivonen (2011). Secondly, while the scan-
ning should preferably be a continuous process (Toivonen and
Viitanen, 2015), it might be difﬁcult to achieve in practice. Also, the
futures wheels method has its limitations. One difﬁculty remarked
also by Benckendorff (2007) is the identiﬁcation of inﬂuences. There
is a danger that the inﬂuences describe the appearance of the force
itself and not its direct effects. In this study, the futures wheels were
formed based on the database by the internal research team. Some
other researchers (e.g., Benckendorff, 2007; Shakweer and Youssef,
2007) have formed the wheel during a joint session with external
participants. This kind of approach enables interaction between dif-
ferent actors as mentioned by Benckendorff (2007) but restricts the
number of participants. By using an internal research team, a high
number of participants was  gained but the interaction between
external participants was absent and therefore there was no possi-
bility for the participants to develop each other’s ideas further. On
the other hand, in a joint session a participant may  not be willing to
present his views as freely as during interviews or questionnaires.
This study shows that ES and futures wheel possess great poten-
tial to be used when investigating phenomena of the real estate
market. However, the methods could be developed further. When
the wheels are formed by the internal research team, success is
dependent on the capability of the team. While the inﬂuences might
be various in their nature, it is recommended that the results be
later conﬁrmed with specialists of the ﬁeld concerned. It is also
suggested by Benckendorff (2007) that participants could be asked
to reﬂect on the ﬁnal wheel. He sees that this would help the partic-
ipants to clarify their thoughts and thereby develop the future to be
more realistic. In addition, the deﬁnition of the future time perspec-
tive of the study (year 2020) was  a challenging task as described in
the study design section. We are not able to yet present how this
challenge should be solved.
The study concentrated on the HMA. The results might be appli-
cable to some other geographical locations. The global unity of the
several forces of change could indicate this (Toivonen and Viitanen,
2015). However, possible inﬂuences of the forces cannot be gen-
eralized based on this study since the inﬂuences could vary in
different market environments. For example, the views of differ-
ent market parties cannot be generalized as they only present the
views of the participants in question. Therefore, a further study is
needed for conﬁrmation. This study concentrated on commercial
real estates. Some of the forces might be relevant when analyz-
ing possible future development of the housing market. However,
further research is also needed concerning this since the causal rela-
tionships may  vary depending on the relevant market parties and
their motivations. Also, the geographical scope of the study could
be widened and validated in other locations globally. In addition,
further research could also be done by concentrating on the inter-
connections of the possible inﬂuences and their joint inﬂuences.
It would also be of interest to estimate the probability of differ-
ent inﬂuences and especially their desirability among different real
estate market actors. In the next stage of the research, we  will ana-
lyze each future wheel more in-depth and present the possible
inﬂuences in more detail.
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